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1. Starting a Game 

Set up the board with any terrain and allocate starting zones as dictated by the scenario being 

played. Generate Force Markers and deploy them in the appropriate starting zone (more on this 

later). If the scenario doesn’t specify who has the initiative, roll off to determine who takes the first 

turn. 

2. Turn Structure 

Once initiative order has been determined, the player with the first turn must determine the 

number of leadership dice they have available for issuing orders, which is found by adding together 

the charisma score of all units within the force  (if a players force has no units with charisma it is 

considered leaderless, automatically routs and is removed from the table). The player then rolls 1d6 

for each leadership die, generating the following results. 

 6 – Tactical Genius, issue orders to anyone without enemy interference 

 5,4 – Activate a Leader 

 3-2 – Activate a squad of Grunts 

 1 – SNAFU 

The player immediately hands over any SNAFU die to the opposing player (in the event of multiple 

enemy players, have them roll off to see who gets it) before issuing any orders with the remaining 

dice. Once the controlling player has finished with their turn, it is then handed over to the next 

player in initiative order who follows the same turn structure, this is continued until all players have 

had their turn, at which point it moves back to the original player and starts the second turn. 

3. Force Markers 

This game is a little different from most other games in that you don’t start the game by placing all 

your models down on the board, showing your hand all at once, instead you use the force you have 

to generate “Force Markers”, which act as indications of the type and strength of units you possess 

without giving away exact positions and dispositions. Force Markers are divided into classes, which 

each indicate the type of unit the marker conceals, each class also deploys a different number of 



markers which can act as “decoys”. Recon Infantry each deploy 3 markers per squad, Regular 

Infantry deploy 2 markers per squad and Heavy Infantry deploys 1 marker per squad. Each unit has 

its own “detection radius” indicated by its Perception score. Once a marker enters the detection 

range of an enemy unit it must reveal itself, either placing units on the table or removing the decoy 

from the table (recon markers detect other markers at a range of 12”, regular and heavy infantry 

markers detect at 6” range). Units can also be deployed at the discretion of the controlling player, 

once a unit is deployed the controlling player must remove as many markers at the unit initially 

generated. Units may only be deployed via force markers, if a player still has forces remaining off of 

the table when he has had all his force markers removed from the table, they are considered to have 

become lost or otherwise unable to reach the battlefield. Recon units may spend an activation point 

within their turn to return to hiding and re-generate their force markers, provided they are not 

within the detection range of any enemy units. 

4. Orders 

Orders are the players way of interacting with units on the tabletop, given to the units they control 

in exchange for leadership dice, with a ratio of 1 leadership die to 1 order. Leader units may pass 

orders down to squads of grunts around them within a radius of 5”, the leader does not have to 

follow the order themselves. The orders are as follows 

• Advance 

o The unit advances up to 5”, making use of any available cover along the way 

o Unit counts as being in Light Cover 

• Sprint 

o The unit rapidly advances up to 10”, ignoring all cover 

• Fire 

o The unit fires its ranged weapons (a maximum of 1 ranged weapon per model) 

• Rally 

o The unit attempts to rally, rolling 1d6 per point of Charisma in the unit, subtracting 

the number of casualties it has taken this turn, on a result of 5+ a unit rallies 

o Leaders may rally all squads within its command range using their own Charisma 

• Overwatch 

o The unit takes position and prepares to fire on any enemies that move within range 

of its ranged weapons 

o This unit may conduct 1 “Fire” command at any point before its next turn 

• Ambush 

o The unit takes up positions and prepares to charge into close combat with any 

enemy units that move within range 

o This unit may make a free “Sprint” command to charge into close combat with any 

enemy units before its next turn 

• Take Cover 

o The unit makes best use of any available cover, upgrading it by 1 level 

• Use Equipment 

o The unit uses 1 type of equipment it has 

5. Stats 

Each individual model has its own SPECIAL stats, which dictate its ability to accomplish various tasks 

• Strength 



o A units ability to cause damage in melee, certain weapons require a minimum 

strength to wield 

▪ Strength = Roll to hit (1d6) 

▪ 0 = 6+ 

▪ 1 = 5+ 

▪ 2 = 4+ 

▪ 3 = 3+ 

▪ 4 = 2+ 

▪ 5 = 1+ (Automatically hit) 

o  

• Perception 

o A units ability to detect enemy units and traps 

o Each level of perception adds 4” of detection range to the base detection range of 6” 

o Each level of perception grants +1 to saving throws for traps (a perception of 0 gives 

a 6+ save, perception of 1 gives 5+, etc) 

• Endurance 

o A units ability to continue fighting, a combination of mental and physical fortitude 

o Wounds, how much damage the unit can take before becoming unable to continue 

fighting 

• Charisma 

o A units ability to inspire those around them to follow them 

o Leadership value 

• Intelligence 

o A units ability to use energy weapons and how well a unit uses healing items 

o Each level of Intelligence reduces the penalty for using an energy weapon by 1 

o Each level of intelligence increases the amount of endurance healed by healing 

items by 1 

• Agility 

o A units marksmanship ability with ranged weapons 

▪ Agility = Roll to hit (1d6) 

▪ 0 = 6+ 

▪ 1 = 5+ 

▪ 2 = 4+ 

▪ 3 = 3+ 

▪ 4 = 2+ 

▪ 5 = 1+ (Automatically hit) 

• Luck 

o A pool of dice that the unit may spend to reroll dice during the battle, is pooled with 

the units squad 

6. Leadership and the SNAFU system 

Certain units are designated as “Leaders”, these units are special in that they can command other 

units with lower Charisma scores than themselves within a command radius of 5” of their model. An 

army needs leaders to stay in the field, as an army without leaders cannot issue any orders and 

automatically routs at the end of the turn. Leaders generate “Leadership Dice” which can be spent to 

issue orders to friendly units on the battlefield. Leadership dice are rolled immediately at the start of 

a players turn, generating the following results. 



 6 – Tactical Genius, issue orders to anyone without enemy interference 

 5,4 – Activate a Leader 

 3-2 – Activate a squad of Grunts 

 1 – SNAFU 

SNAFU die are then immediately handed over to the opposing player, who may choose to do 1 of the 

following per SNAFU die; 

• Issue an order to 1 of their own units (at any point within the current players turn) 

• Disrupt an enemy order by cancelling 1 order given during the current players turn 

(this must be done as soon as the order is declared and before any action is taken) 

• Save the SNAFU die and convert it into a Tactical Genius die for use in their next turn 

Disruptions from SNAFU die can only be counteracted by Tactical Genius, which can be spent to 

prevent the enemy from disrupting the players orders. 

Leaders can attach themselves to squads and count as part of that squad by moving within 2” of a 

member of that squad 

7. Shooting 

To shoot at the enemy, a unit must first be issued the “Fire” order, with the firing player identifying 

the firing unit, what weapons they will be using and the target (all of this before measuring the 

distance between the firing unit and its target). The player then measures the distance between the 

firing units and their targets to determine if the targets are within “Effective Range” of the firing 

weapons. Units lose 1 point of agility for each additional “Effective Range” the target is away after 

the first (ie, if a unit is 18” away and the effective range of the firing weapon is 6”, the firing units 

Agility is reduced by 2 for this round of shooting). The firing player then rolls the number of dice (d6) 

equivalent to the “Rate of Fire” of the weapons being fired against the Agility score of the firing units 

to determine how many shots hit. Successful hits are evenly divided between all units within a 

squad, with the player on the receiving end of the fire deciding the distribution of any leftover dice 

from an uneven number of hits or if there are fewer hits than models (all dice must be distributed as 

evenly as possible). The player receiving the fire then rolls any saves for armour/ cover (cover is 

rolled before armour), reduces the endurance of any units that cannot stop the hit and removes any 

models reduced to 0 endurance. 

8. Close Combat 

Close combat is initiated whenever two units from opposing sides come within 2” of each other, 

which automatically pulls in all members of the units, who will move up to 6” to try and reach the 

enemy they are locked in close combat with, with attacking units moving first. Once both sides have 

piled in they simultaneously attack one another, meaning that both sides resolve their attacks at 

once (ranged weapons without the “Assault” special rule only make 1 attack in close combat). 

Attacks are rolled against the strength score of the unit making the attack. Once both sides have 

resolved their close combat attacks, both sides take any relevant armour saves, reduce the 

endurance of models that fail their saves by the “Fire Power” of the attacking weapon and then 

remove any models with an endurance of 0 or lower. All involved squads then roll 1d6, subtracting 

the number of casualties taken by their squad this turn, if the result of this roll is 1 or less then the 

squad will retreat 1d6” away from the combat (players can choose to forfeit this roll and retreat 

automatically) and the squads still left in the combat get to 1 more attack on the retreating squad 



with each model left standing. If the retreating squad doesn’t make it more than 2” it is 

automatically pulled back into combat. Any opposing units that remain in close combat at this point 

are considered locked in combat until the next turn when they must fight another round of combat. 

9. Morale 

To rally a unit, roll 1d6 for every point of leadership of the rallying unit (if the unit has no leadership 

value, then treat it as if it had a leadership value of 1), subtracting the total number of casualties the 

squad has taken, for a unit to fail to rally all dice must result in 1 or less. A unit may use the 

leadership value of any friendly leader whose command radius the unit falls under. Leaders may use 

the rally order to rally any units within their command radius (this may mean rallying multiple units 

at once). 

 Once a unit has failed to rally, it retreats 2d6 per turn towards the nearest table edge. 

Units must take a rally check every turn they suffer a casualty. 

10. Miscellaneous 

Radiation 

Certain pieces of terrain are contaminated by radiation and will irradiate any units that spend time 

within the terrain. The level of irradiation varies by terrain piece from level 1 to 6. Each level deals 

1d3 damage per turn to any unprotected units within the terrain. 

11. Terrain 

There are 4 types of terrain in the New Vegas wasteland 

• Area 

• Area terrain is anything like rubble or forest 

• The cover value of area terrain is conferred to all units within the terrain 

• Linear 

• Hedges, walls and rivers 

• The cover value of linear terrain is conferred to units who are being targeted 

across the linear terrain that covers up to 50% of the miniature or if the 

miniature is standing within 1” of the terrain 

• Buildings 

• Houses, shacks, bunkers 

• The cover value of buildings is only applied to units being fired on from 

outside the building or if the unit has “taken cover” inside the building 

• Impassable 

• Deep rivers, chasms 

• Cannot be moved through 

These can be further subdivided into a further 4 categories denoting the level of cover provided by 

the terrain 



• Open 

• No Cover Save 

• Light 

• +1 cover save (6+ for sprinting units, 5+ for advancing) 

• Medium 

• +2 cover save (5+ for sprinting, 4+ for advancing) 

• Heavy 

• +3 cover save (4+ for sprinting, 3+ for advancing) 

This way you can classify terrain on the board quickly, ie, a wooden shack is a “Light Building” 

whereas rubble would be “Medium Area” terrain. 

12. Weapons 

All weapons have the following stats 

• Attacks (A) 

• The number of times the weapon fires within a “Fire” order   

• Armour Penetration (AP) 

• What level of armour this weapon can negate 

• Fire Power (FP) 

• The amount of damage done by this weapon 

• Effective Range (EF) 

• The optimum range to use a weapon 

• Special Rules 

 


